Errata to The Intermediary: William Craig Among the Nez Perces, print date 20 August 2012

p. 37: Change spelling of Tukanon to “Tucannon”

p. 40: in first paragraph, strike the “s” from Ebberts so it reads Ebbert

p. 45: change Asa Gray to William Gray so it reads: “…Thunder’s Eye had delivered a letter to Spalding from William Gray at Waiilatpu…”

p. 49 last line: change Asa Gray to William Gray so it reads: “William Gray’s wife, Mary –“

p. 64: last paragraph change the “a” to a “u” in the name Stickas so it reads “Stickus”

p. 78: third paragraph, change “Stephens’” to “Stevens’”

p. 82: Change Anthony J. Bolon to read Andrew J. Bolon

p. 84: Change Richard Lansdale’s middle initial from “F” to “H” so that it reads “Richard H. Lansdale”

p. 88: in 3d paragraph, change the “a” to a “u” in the name Stickas so it reads “Stickus”

p. 212n.43: add words “at Fort Davy Crockett” to first sentence so it reads: “No license has been found permitting Craig to do business as a trader at Fort Davy Crockett, but one probably existed….

p. 221n.184: add an “e” to John Baptist Gervais” so it reads “John Baptiste”

p. 242n.849: add at end of note… “Court documents spell Vaughan without the “a”, i.e., Vaughn.”